
 

ABOUT ME 

Doug Benson is married (Tara) and has 2 daughters (ages 14 and 12). He 
has lived in Charlotte and been a Temple Beth El member since 2000 
(absent a stint in DC). Doug is excited to be part of this new TriBE and 

looks forward to the community we will build together. 

 

WHAT 
 

A welcoming group for men with 
families looking to develop long 

lasting Jewish relationships 
through activities planned by the 

group. 

 

WHO 
 

Men between 36 and 50 with 
families/children under 18 who 

are interested in having fun, 
learning and growing together. 

 

WHEN 
 

Every 4 to 6 weeks on weekends. 

 

WHERE 
 

In TriBE members’ homes with  
activities planned at other           

locations in Charlotte. 

A Few Good Menschen  



 

ABOUT ME 

Brian and Ken started the legacy Bourbon and Banter Jewish Living 
Group. Our tribe is modeled after that group. We hope to create new 

and  deepen existing friendships. 

 

WHAT 
 

Build lasting community with 
good conversation, staying away 
from politics. Learn and explore 

bourbon and beer. Sensible   
drinking and responsibility is a 

MUST! 

 

WHO 
 

Any one interested in affinity   
surrounding Beer and Bourbon 

and good conversation. All adult 
age groups are welcome. 

 

WHEN 
 

Monthly on Saturday evenings. 
 

 

WHERE 
 

Rotate between Tribe member 
residences and on occasion,      

other offsite locations. 

Beer, Bourbon & Banter  



 

ABOUT US 

Marsha and John Small have lived in Charlotte since 2003.  

Janette and Jeffrey Schwartz have lived in Charlotte since 2016 and live 

in Lancaster, South Carolina. Marsha and Janette are both retired  

teachers. Jeffrey is a retired small business owner. Both couples have 

children and grandchildren living outside of NC and SC. They would love 

to explore Jewish heritage through local travel  

and sightsee as they form a close community of friends.  

 

WHAT 
 

Learn together about our Jewish 
heritage while building friendships 

through local travel (museums 
and local venues in and beyond 

Charlotte)  

 

WHO 
 

People interested in developing 
long lasting friendships through 

their Judaism 

 

WHEN 
 

Monthly 
Sunday brunch at 11 

 

 

WHERE 
 

TriBE members’ homes,  
In South Charlotte and Lancaster, 

South Carolina 

Charlotte and Beyond  



 

ABOUT ME 

Cyma Shapiro is a recent transplant to Charlotte. A writer/                    

author/speaker, she has spent decades in the media in                           

positions ranging from journalist to talk radio show host, etc.              

During the past 20 years, she has created and run other                       

Rosh Chodesh groups—all of which have been enjoyable,                      

productive and successful. 

 

 

WHAT 
 

Are you a seeker? Eager to learn 
about new and exciting topics of 
interest intersecting women and 
Judaism? Then, this is the place 
for you. We expect to form sup-
portive friendships while explor-

ing topics ranging from spirituality 
to Judaic history. 

 

WHO 
 

Jewish women of all ages 

 

WHEN 
 

Monthly 
One hour, most likely on  

a Sunday 
 

 

WHERE 
 

Zoom, for now, eventually in 
members’ homes 

Contemporary Rosh Chodesh 



 

ABOUT ME 

Carla Sherry moved to Charlotte 3 months ago from Fairfax, VA. Several 

years ago, she taught Jewish cooking as an elective to 7th and 8th      

graders at her congregation and it was fun. I thought other people must 

like to try different versions of food and probably have “secret” recipes 

to share so why not get together in a casual setting and enjoy good 

company and noshes. 

 

 

WHAT 
 

Each meeting would be lead by a different 
TriBE member who would host and demon-
strate how to prepare (or just bring and pre-
sent) their dish(es). They would share a little 
about the history of the dish, a little about 
their families’s history, and any related spe-
cial memories about family, food and cook-

ing. Food prepared could be based on an up-
coming holiday or a course such as appetiz-
ers, soups, entrees, etc. The host for each 

meeting would provide the recipe. The reci-
pe would added to a shared online recipe 

book that would grow with time. 

 

WHO 
 

People who like casual cooking, 
trying different versions of similar 

dishes, sharing or getting new  
recipes, and learning a little      

history about the meals we make. 

 

WHEN 
 

The TriBE will meet monthly, 9 to 10 times 
per year. The day and time will be               

determined at the first meeting, so bring 
your calendar. 

 

WHERE 
 

The tribe meeting location will 
vary and could be at different 

members homes or some other 
common area. 

Cooking Secret Family Recipes and other Nosh-Sense  



 

ABOUT ME 

Ann Baumgarten and her husband, Eddie Traylor,  

have lived in Charlotte for 2 years and have met great people. 

They look forward to challenging themselves and others to enhance the 

Shabbat experience in different ways. 

 

WHAT 
 

Shabbat celebrations 
Home based Friday night services 

Friday night dinners out 
Saturday morning walks  

with brunch 
 

 

WHO 
 

Couples who want to creatively 
celebrate Shabbat together 

 

WHEN 
 

Monthly  
Friday night or Saturday morning 

 

WHERE 
 

South Charlotte 

Couples Celebrating Shabbat  



 

ABOUT  US 

We all have an interest in the arts and come from varied backgrounds. 

All of us are empty nesters with children who are either in college or 

working. Some are retired and some are working. 

 

WHAT 
 

To attend a variety of culture and 
arts events including performing 

arts, visual arts, film, etc with  
others whose enjoyment of these 
activities are enhanced as a group. 

 

WHO 
 

Baby Boomers/Empty Nesters       
interested in attending culture 

and arts events in the Charlotte 
area. 

 

WHEN 
 

On a monthly basis based on the 
event or exhibit that we attend. 
Typically on the weekend. We 
couple this with a group meal    

before or after. 

 

WHERE 
 

Typically uptown but can vary de-
pending on the event. 

Culture & Arts  



 

ABOUT ME 

Stephanie and Gary love learning, laughing, traveling, exercising, eating 

ethnic foods, enjoying music, theatre, and meditation, volunteering in 

the community, and making connections with people from all walks of 

life. Stephanie has 4 grown children. She was a teacher for 31 years who 

now owns her own college consulting business. Gary has 3 grown      

children and has spent the last 29 years practicing orthodontics.  

 

WHAT 
 

Viewing documentaries that  
inspire discussions while  

educating, expanding  
perspectives, and facilitating  

connections amongst ourselves 
and within the greater community 

  

 

WHO 
 

Anyone who is interested in  
exploring science, nature,  

technology, religion, food, health, 
sustainability, governments, the 
entertainment industry, history, 
etc., and sharing their insights  

and observations 
 

WHEN 
 

The last Thursday of each month 
between 6:30 and 9:00.  

 

 

WHERE 
 

Home of Gary  
and Stephanie Starr 

Documentaries and Discussions  



 

ABOUT US 

Laurie and Harry Sparks enjoy trying different restaurants and types of 

food and would like to expand their knowledge of different cuisines.  

 

WHAT 
 

To learn about and experience 
foods from different countries 

 

WHO 
 

Anyone interested in exploring 
different international cuisines 

 

WHEN 
 

Monthly 
 

 

WHERE 
 

South Charlotte  
and at restaurants  

chosen by the TriBE 

Eating Around the World  



 

ABOUT US 

Pam Menaker and Tim Martin are both in interfaith marriages. The 

highlight of our Tribe meetings is taking Jewish traditions and Torah 

portions and researching their meaning and then letting our Tribe share 

and discuss what it means to each of them in their daily Jewish lives in a 

fun and light setting. 

 

WHAT 
 

Our purpose is to share the many 
meaningful views of Judaism and 

by doing so have a deeper          
understanding and value of how 

others live their Jewish lives. 

 

WHO 
 

Anyone interested in sharing their 
views on Judaism, their               

experiences and traditions. This 
could be interfaith or those of   

another religion sharing lives with 
a Jewish loved one. 

 

WHEN 
 

We meet every other month typi-
cally on a Tuesday or Wednesday 

night.  
 

 

WHERE 
 

We alternate each others homes. 
Nothing 10 miles from the LJCC. 

 

Freedom Faith, The Uniqueness of Our Beliefs  



ABOUT ME 

TriBE leaders are Natalie Lewis and Gail Rubenstein. Natalie and her 

husband Herb retired to Charlotte from Rochester NY in 2012. They 

chose Charlotte because their children and grandchildren were all here. 

In addition to the beauty of the city, the sunny weather and mild      

winters were a real plus. Gail Rubenstein and her husband Peter retired 

to Charlotte in 2008 because it’s a beautiful city and a nice-sized Jewish 

community. Among may other positive attributes of this city, we        

discovered that one can eat outdoors in February. We were fortunate 

that a child and two grandchild joined us in this move. 

 

WHAT 
 

Learning and sharing knowledge 
about researching family             

histories, celebrating successes 
and helping each other overcome 

obstacles along the way 

 

WHO 
 

Congregants interested in           
exploring their roots 

 

WHEN 
 

Monthly, Sunday afternoons from 
1:00 to 3:00pm 

 

WHERE 
 

Tribe members homes/Libraries—
various locations in Charlotte 

 

Genealogy  



 

ABOUT US 

Joy and Fred Miller have lived in Charlotte for 26 years. Both enjoy 

learning and experiencing local and international food and wine.   

  

 

WHAT 
 

Taste testing domestic and  
international food and wine and 

sharing an appreciation of the  
geographical area and regions  

associated with the food and wine  

 

WHO 
 

Anyone interested in sampling 
and tasting wine and food from 

around the world 

 

WHEN 
 

Saturday evenings 

 

WHERE 
 

South Charlotte 

Geography and Wine - Joy Miller  



 

ABOUT US 

Co-leaders Susan Abroms and Wendy Rose, together with their           

husbands, Bob Abroms and Sandy Rose, enjoy learning and                   

experiencing local and international food and wine.   

 

WHAT 
 

Taste testing domestic and  
international food and wine and 

sharing an appreciation of the  
geographical area and regions  

associated with the food and wine  

 

WHO 
 

For Baby Boomers interested in 
sampling and tasting wine and 

food from around the world 

 

WHEN 
 

Saturday or Sunday evenings 
 

 

WHERE 
 

South Charlotte 

Geography and Wine - Susan Abroms and Wendy Rose  



 

ABOUT US 

Dan and Debra Shane have lived in Europe, worked in Asia,                  

and have traveled the world. They love tasting wine and                                          

exploring different cultures.  

 

WHAT 
 

Exploring regional wines and the 
Jewish history of the regions in 
which the wines are produced 

 

WHO 
 

Anyone interested in exploring  
Jewish geography and its 

Influence on tastes of  wine 

 

WHEN 
 

Once a month  
on a date selected by the group 

 

WHERE 
 

Meet at TriBE members’ homes in 
South Charlotte, Matthews,  

and Weddington 

Geography and Wine - Shane’s & Greenblatt’s  



 

ABOUT ME 

After living in Charlotte for 25 years, Nora Wolf moved to Indian Land  

in 2014. The goals of the Indian Land TriBE are to form friendly  

associations with those who share interests in celebrating the traditions 

of Judaism, performing Tikkun Olam, and creating lasting connections. 

 

WHAT 
 

Fellowship 
Community 
Connections 

  

 

WHO 
 

Baby Boomers and Empty Nesters 
living in the Indian Land, SC area 

 

WHEN 
 

Monthly  
Sundays 

 

WHERE 
 

In homes 
In the community 

In nature 
 

Indian Land  



 

ABOUT ME 

Warren Sepkowitz is Jewish and his wife, Mary Lynn, is Episcopalian. 

Their 3 children, all in their twenties, were raised as Jews.  

Being interfaith is who they are. 

 

WHAT 
 

Share insights, stories, and  
journeys on how interfaith  

couples have made decisions and 
continue to make decisions about 

the complexity and fullness of  
being interfaith 

 

WHO 
 

Couples who want to share what 
it is like being in an interfaith  

relationship and raising children 
as an interfaith couple 

 

WHEN 
 

Monthly 
 Sunday evenings 

 

WHERE 
 

TriBE members’ homes,  
starting with the leader’s home in  

Charlotte (near Pineville)  

Interfaith Couples 



 

ABOUT US 

Shelley Friedman practices mindfulness and meditation as a way of    

approaching self and life with compassion and kindness. 

Susan Bessey practices mindfulness and meditation to find calm, refuge, 

strength and meaningful connection to self and others. 

 

WHAT 
 

Tame the seriousness of life with 
“Big Questions” about Jewish   

spirituality and meditation. Open 
hearted conversation and lots of 

laughter.  

 

WHO 
 

All adults who want to explore 
meditation and meet new friends. 

 

WHEN 
 

Third Saturday of the month          
at 1 pm 

 

 

WHERE 
 

TriBE members homes in         
Charlotte, Matthews and Fort Mill 

Jewish Mindfulness and Spirituality 



ABOUT US 

David Weinrib and Liz Wahls have lived in Charlotte since 1995. David’s background   

includes majoring in History and taking some Jewish/Religious Studies courses.  A    

regular participant in TBE Torah Study, he enjoys reading about history, religion,  Israel, 

the Middle East, and future travel destinations.  Liz enjoys reading fiction and            

participating in TBE Book Club. David and Liz enjoy attending the Charlotte Jewish Film 

Festival and are excited to form a TriBE that would like to broaden their Jewish          

horizons. 

 

WHAT 
 

To build connections with each 
other and to deepen our  

connection and understanding of 
the Jewish experience in history, 

we will read and discuss  
materials, socialize, attend the 

Jewish Film Festival and worship 
services, and participate in  

community service. 

 

WHO 
 

Anyone who wants to make  
connections and is curious to 

learn and discuss what we know 
about Judaism and the Jewish  

experience in history 
 

You don’t have to be an  
expert or an historian to join us! 

 

WHEN 
 

Every 4-6 weeks on Sundays—
either for brunch (11 to 2:30) or 2 
to 4 or 4 to 6 depending on which 
time best suits most people. We 
use Doodle Poll two times a year 
to schedule future meeting dates 
and times that can accommodate 

most people’s schedules. 
 

 

WHERE 
 

We all live in the South Charlotte 
region—we mostly meet in      

people’s homes. 
 
 

JLearn  



 

ABOUT US 

Susan and Joe Berland have lived in Huntersville since December, 2017. 

Joe is a retired community college teacher. Susan works with parents of 

LGBTQ kids. We want to form a vibrant Jewish community                     

geographically close to us to eat, discuss, do activities together and 

share with each other. 

 

WHAT 
 

To meet and socialize and do      
activities with people who live in 

the North Mecklenberg,           
Huntersville and the Lake Norman 

area. 

 

WHO 
 

People who are age 50 plus who 
want to form a community in 

their surrounding area. 

 

WHEN 
 

The fourth Saturday of each 
month at 7:00pm. 

 

WHERE 
 

Tribe members homes starting 
with the leaders home in        

Huntersville. 

Lake Norman  



 

ABOUT ME 

Hal Levinson is interested in listening to some smart people make sense 

of some of the complicated issues we hear about daily. 

 

WHAT 
 

Discussing current issues in  
politics and policy, Israel, and  

Judaism  

 

WHO 
 

Men who might be interested in 
sharing views on these topics 

 

WHEN 
 

Weekday evenings 

 

WHERE 
 

At TriBE members’ homes and 
other some fun venues 

Men’s Discussion Group 



ABOUT US 

Sue Littauer moved to Charlotte in 1976 and is practically a native Charlottean. 

She recently retired after working at Shalom Park for over 30 years. Sue and her   

husband Mike have 5 children and 8 grandchildren.  

Carole Sternstein retired to Charlotte in 2016 from Fort Lauderdale FL. Carole 

was a sales rep whose territory covered the Charlotte area. She and her husband 

Jerry have 2 children and 3 grandchildren. Sue and Carole bonded over their 

shared love of reading, book clubs, mahjong and travel. They are both “people 

persons” and are excited to work together to strengthen their bonds with    

members of Temple Beth El. 

 

WHAT 
 

The purpose of Movie Mavens is 
to engage a group of like minded 

Temple Beth El members who 
want to deepen and/or form       
relationships through shared      
experiences and respectful          

exchanges of ideas. 

 

WHO 
 

Anyone who loves movies. We’ll 
meet at the movie theater, then 

head over to a nearby coffee 
house to share our thoughts and           

impressions, incorporating Jewish 
values into the discussion      

whenever possible. 
 

WHEN 
 

We will primarily meet in the early 
afternoon on the 4th Wednesday 

of the month. 

 

WHERE 
 

Movie Mavens will meet at the 
movie theaters in the South    

Charlotte area—specifically Regal 
Arboretum, Regel Stonecrest or 

the Regal Manor Theater.  

Movie Mavens  



 

ABOUT ME 

My name is Suzie Rech and I am originally from Knoxville TN, I moved to 

Charlotte in 2017. Like many people my job brought me here and I’ve 

enjoyed every bit of it. I like to think that my Judaism is like a cinnamon 

roll. The icing on the outside is great but the center of the cinnamon roll 

is the best. The more you experience the better it gets. 

 

WHAT 
 

Learn how to bring Judaism into 
our daily lives by cooking tradi-
tional Jewish food, talk about 

Shabbat family traditions, and dis-
cuss any Jewish questions that 
you are too embarrassed to ask 

the Rabbi 

 

WHO 
 

People who converted to            
Judaism/Jews by choice who want 

to learn new Jewish traditions    
together 

 

WHEN 
 

Monthly: Tuesday evening 

 

WHERE 
 

Tribe members can each host a 
gathering starting with the leader, 

who lives in Indian Land SC 

New Jews Tribe  



 

ABOUT US 

Originally from NY,  Linda and Ira Bass have lived in NC for 25 years, and 

are seeking to form a TriBE with whom they can engage, celebrate, and 

share similar interests. They run 2 businesses from their home, but  

always have time for their children and grandchildren who live here in 

Charlotte. TBE members for the past 12 years, the Basses like to travel 

and spend time with family and friends.   

 

WHAT 
 

Making new friends, creating 
meaningful connections, learning 

and exploring Judaism, celebrating 
holidays and simchas, 

uplifting members in time of need, 
experiencing new things via food, 

travel, and social activities 

 

WHO 
 

Anyone seeking a core group of 
people with whom they can  

engage, learn, celebrate,  
and connect 

 

WHEN 
 

One to two times per month,  
preferably on weekends 

 

WHERE 
 

South Charlotte area and 
 northern South Carolina,  

preferred 

Nosh, Schmooze, Explore, and Soar  



ABOUT US 

Donna Foster grew up in a small town with the woods at her back door. 

She began the Jewish Living Group - TBE Outdoors a five years ago to be 

able to enjoy hiking with TBE friends. Hiking is an invigorating and  

restorative activity for Donna, and making friends in the process adds to 

the enjoyment.  

Mike Ferry enjoys hiking, and you will often find him paddling around, 

exploring various lakes from the seat of his kayak.  

Donna and Mike hope you’ll join them on their next adventure! 

 

WHAT 
 

To build and strengthen  
friendships while enjoying  

the outdoors in a  
non-competitive way  

 

WHO 
 

Anyone who enjoys outdoors, 
walking, hiking,  

and other activities 

 

WHEN 
 

Monthly 
 

 

WHERE 
 

Local Greenways, parks,  
state parks or other locations 

Outdoors  



 

ABOUT US 

Michelle lives in Matthews with her husband Andy and two daughters 

(one teen and one tween). They look forward to navigating the teenage 

years with others on the same path. 

 

WHAT 
 

Share experiences, information, 
and insight about raising a      

teenager will forming friendships 
with other parents. 

 

WHO 
 

Parents with at least one child    
living at home between ages       

13 to 18. 

 

WHEN 
 

One Saturday or Sunday per 
month. 

 

 

WHERE 
 

At TriBE members’ homes and in 
the community around Matthews 

and South Charlotte. 

Parents of Teens  



 

ABOUT US 

Sandy Altschuler has lived in Charlotte since 2009 and have two married 

children and five grandchildren. I, as all members of our tribe, love      

literature and discussion. 

 

WHAT 
 

Book discussion of Jewish themed 
literature 

 

WHO 
 

Females 

 

WHEN 
 

The last Sunday of the month 
11AM to 12:30PM 

 

 

WHERE 
 

Levine-Sklut Judaic Library 

Sarah and Her Sisters 



ABOUT US 

Brooke is a self taught foodie. She generally prepares all the meals for 

her family of five and loves to cook, incorporating fresh ingredients and 

lots of flavor. Brooke is from New Orleans, which is known for its         

delicious restaurants and Creole and Cajun foods, and she has              

developed her own kosher-style recipes for many dishes like red beans 

and rice, gumbo, and jambalaya for example. 

 

WHAT 
 

We will learn to cook homemade 
Shabbat meals from scratch using 

fresh ingredients. We will           
emphasize healthy options (but 

we will not stick to any particular 
fad diets like keto or gluten-free, 

etc.) 

 

WHO 
 

I am looking for Gen X women I  
interested in learning to cook a    

delicious, complete Shabbat meal. 

 

WHEN 
 

I am hoping to have the meetings 
Monday or Tuesday evenings. 

 

 

WHERE 
 

South Charlotte, Matthews,     
Waxhaw, Ballantyne, (or close to 

Temple Beth El) 

Seasoned in the South Shabbat Cooking 



 

ABOUT ME 

Emi Miller is a semi-retired Registered, Holistic Nurse and                       
Acupuncturist, and has recently authored her first book on Interfaith 

Peace, In Wisdom’s Light,  A Message for Peace for All People. She has 
been a member of Temple Beth El  for 5 years and enjoys nature, 

friends, cultural events, and spending time with her family, including 
her 2 gorgeous granddaughters.  

 

WHAT 
 

To create a community of singles 
who gather monthly in members’ 

homes, to munch and mingle,  
and plan social, religious,  

and cultural activities 

 

WHO 
 

For those who do not have  
a significant other 

 

WHEN 
 

4th Wednesday of each month 
and also plan to attend events  

at other times 
 

 

WHERE 
 

Monthly at members’ homes and 
at cultural events in the  
greater Charlotte area 

Singles Together 



 

ABOUT US 

We are a small group. By being smaller, we can share our words and 

thoughts. Claire Krusch has been in writing groups for many years and 

enjoys hearing the creative process of fellow members of This Is Us. 

 

WHAT 
 

Close community. We enjoy our 
time together. Sharing our words 

and the creative process. 

 

WHO 
 

Anyone interested in writing   
without restrictions. No grades, 
no red pencil marks, just a lot of 

creative writing with fellow    
writers. 

 

WHEN 
 

Once a month. Usually a   
Wednesday at 6pm. Dates are to 

be determined by our group. 

 

WHERE 
 

Whole Foods SouthPark 

This is Us  



 

ABOUT ME 

Lee Bierer loves hanging with friends and meeting new people. She 

loves eating, learning about new foods, and preparing food together. 

Her idea of a great evening is playing games and getting to know folks.  

 

WHAT 
 

Fun, social evening enjoying new 
and favorite foods, playing some 

new and familiar card games, and 
enjoying great company 

  

 

WHO 
 

Couples looking for a low-key, 
fun, social evening  

 

WHEN 
 

 Monthly 
Saturday evenings 

 

WHERE 
 

TriBE members’ homes 

Triple C - Couples, Cooking, and Cards  



 

ABOUT US 

Josh and Tracey moved from New York City to Charlotte in 2005. They 

have two teenage daughters - one heading to college in the fall. They 

own their own business, Adams Literary, and are Panthers fans and   

Peloton riders. They don't know much about wine (except that they    

really enjoy drinking it) and do know a lot about 80s music (except that 

they don't know as many lyrics as they think they do).  

 

 

WHAT 
 

Building relationships while   
drinking wine (or whatever!) and 
listening to the music we grew up 

with!  

 

WHO 
 

Couples and singles who are 
GENXers  

 

WHEN 
 

 Monthly 
Saturday evenings 

 

WHERE 
 

TriBE members' homes (first 
meeting at our home in South 

Charlotte)  

Vino & Vinyl  



 

ABOUT ME 

Holly Levinson has lived in Charlotte over 30 years. Her husband, Hal,  

is a native Charlottean. TBE members for over 25 years, they have one 

son, Adam. Having personally experienced the warmth and welcome 

from the Charlotte Jewish community, Holly is excited to form a TriBE 

with some terrific, engaged, long time residents to similarly welcome 

Charlotte newcomers. 

 

WHAT 

 

Be a modern Sarah! Welcome  
others into the community. Sarah 
created a home that was open to 
all, and the Shechinah was drawn 

to it. Let us attract that Divine 
Presence to all of our homes and 

create a warm, inviting,  
welcoming TriBE who learns, 

plays, and acts together.  
  

 

WHO 

 
 

Anyone interested in connecting 
with some amazing women who 

are active in Jewish and Charlotte  
civic life? This TriBE will be      

comprised of long time Charlotte  
residents as well as those newer 

to town. 

 

WHEN 
 

Second Wednesday of the month 
 

 

WHERE 
 

TriBE members’ homes 

W3...Wise Worldly Women  



 

ABOUT ME 

Ellen Reich is married and has 2 grown sons. She has lived in Charlotte 

and been a TBE member since 2000. 

A published writer, Ellen has a Master of Fine Arts degree and has run 

Amherst Writers and Artists Workshops for 10 years after completing 

her training in 2008.  

 

WHAT 
 

Writing together in a nurturing 
and supportive environment, 

guided by the Amherst Writers 
and Artists Method (AWA) 

  

 

WHO 
 

Anyone who is drawn to writing  
 

All experience levels will feel  
comfortable all and are welcome 

 

WHEN 
 

First or Second Wednesday  
of the month  

2:00pm - 4:00pm 

 

WHERE 
 

In the Charlotte area 

Write Now  


